
Radiation detection is performed with the use of 
instrumentation, requiring the operators to be 
educated, trained and evaluated in use and application. 
A shortcoming to best-practice and safety in the 
education process is that radiation detectors only 
respond to radiation. Since 1988, innovative Radiation 
Training Simulators from Teletrix have created the 
highly desirable environment of safety and realism 
demanded by the multifaceted industries involved 
with radiation protection and safety.  We invite you 
to examine our simulator product lines and their 
application to disciplines involved with radiation 
detection, protection, response and preparedness.

• Elevate realism in radiation detection training

• Eliminate radiation exposure for all participants

• Develop job performance to a higher standard

• Evaluate trainee performance competency

• Emphasize ALARA practices

• Accentuate DOSE in practical learning

• Demonstrate instrument use and operation

• Teach frisking and survey techniques

• Reinforce radiation protection concepts

• Improve practical learning with hands-on training 

• Extend the scope of radiation training scenarios

Why Use Teletrix Simulators:

Personnel & Equipment Monitoring 
Simulators Raise Contamination 
Awareness  

Proficiency, safety and performance all contribute to the 
mutual success of the organization and the people who 
drive it. The Contamination Monitor Simulators from Teletrix 
position radiation protection training programs at the 
forefront of technique and effectiveness. Full-sized, source-
free replicas imitate actual contamination monitors with one 
caveat: no use of radioactive sources.
The Contamination Monitor Simulators are the:

SAM (Small Article Monitor) Training System
PM (Portal Monitor) Training System
PCM (Personnel Contamination Monitor) Training System

Using an intuitive, innovative computer control system 
instructors generate virtual contamination detection 
indications and detector alarms allowing trainees to 
experience true-to-life monitor operations without exposure.

• Lead-free, full-size replicas
• Actual alarm tones, indicators and detector alarms
• Intuitive instructor scenario development

Simulated Contamination Monitors

• Increasing contamination awareness
• Reducing detrimental free-release incidents
• Enhance ALARA program effectiveness
• Improving workforce safety and efficiency

Simulated Contamination Monitors 
are perfect for:
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See TELETRIX products in action at 

www.youtube.com/teletrixman

PREPARE
• Preparation is the key to success

• Are you ready?

PROTECT
• Responsible action springs from readiness

• Dedication is the sentinel of safety

EDUCATE
• Improved awareness creates positive results

• Train like you work

INNOVATE
• Moving forward in method creates momentum

• Progress in practice creates perfection

Phone: 412-798-3636

Fax: 412-798-3633

Email: info@teletrix.com
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Realistic, Source-less  
Representation of Radiation 
Detection Meters  

Teletrix Simulated Radiation Meters are replicated training 
versions of actual radiation detection meters, creating 
the appearance of detected radioactivity with no exposure 
to ionizing radiation. Source-free, safe reproductions 
of radiation meters, the simulators create greater 
opportunities in the training environment, without using 
radioactive sources.  
 
Through the use of a remote controller from a distance, 
instructors generate virtual radiation readings on the 
simulated meters. Trainees experience true-to-life meter 
readings as if actually exposed to radiation in a completely 
safe, ALARA-friendly environment. True to the form and 
functionality of the real meter, Teletrix Simulated Radiation 
Meters present a “train like you work” learning environment.

 
• Absolutely safe, completely realistic
• Training replacements for real meters 
• Random count generation “looks & sounds” like radiation
• Control functions are accurately implemented
• Includes: Friskers, Rate Meters, Ion Chambers, etc.

Simulated Radiation Meters TXR Series

• Replacing the use of actual meters in training
• Demonstrating effects such as Beta addition
• Eliminating the use of sources in training
• Raising the level of realism in training 

TXR Series Simulated Radiation  
Meters are perfect for: 

Simulated Probe Attachment  
Creates Radiation Readings on  
Real Meters  

Teletrix Radiation Training Probe Paks are training solutions 
that work in conjunction with actual radiation detection 
meters. Attach the probe pak to the detector input on a 
real meter and use a remote controller to direct radiation 
readings on that meter. The simulated radiation readings 
displayed on the meter provide trainees with unprecedented 
realism to practical training using actual field metering 
inventory without exposure to radiation.

From a distance via remote control, instructors generate 
virtual radiation readings on real meters allowing trainees 
to experience true-to-life meter readings as if exposed to 
radiation. Learning is enhanced in a hands-on training setting 
as individuals “train like they work” virtually experiencing the 
same environment as in real radiation detection situations.

• A temporary training attachment to real meters
• Random count generation “looks & sounds” like radiation
• Alpha, Beta, Gamma replication and more
• Meter functionality is reliably preserved 

Radiation Training Probe Paks

• Applying the use of actual meters in training
• Demonstrating actual meter use and operation
• Improving practical learning in hands-on training
• Raising the level of realism in training

Radiation Training Probe Paks  
are perfect for:

Safely Demonstrate the Effects of 
Time, Distance and Shielding with 
Simulation  

Teletrix Simulated Alarming Dosimeters offer the ability 
to produce DOSE and RATE readings and associated 
alarms without using radioactive sources. With the influx 
of alarming dosimeters in the workplace the impact 
of radiation protection principles on DOSE is essential 
educational and training focus.

The concept of and the effects of these principles on 
DOSE is ingrained in the mindset of radiation staff through 
theory supported with hands-on demonstration.

Via remote control, instructors generate virtual radiation 
dose rates as the dosimeter simulators integrate these 
dose rates into accumulated DOSE in a completely safe 
no-exposure training environment.
 

• Accumulate virtual DOSE with no radiation exposure
• Generate DOSE and DOSE RATE alarms
• Autoranging units of R, mR, µR, Sv, mSv, µSv

Simulated Alarming Dosimeters

• Teaching DOSE and its relationship to DOSE RATE
• Demonstrating time, distance & shielding effects on DOSE
• Reinforcing DOSE reduction concepts & techniques
• Emphasize ALARA practices

Simulated Alarming Dosimeters  
are perfect for:

Realism and Productivity  
Elevated in Emergency  
Preparedness Drills 

Virtual Plumes is a pioneering computer program that  
enhances the development of plume release scenarios for 
Emergency Preparedness drills. In conjunction with Teletrix 
Simulators these scenarios are then played out in real time 
in the field team vehicles allowing participants to read 
radiation exposure rates and accumulate dose as if actually 
tracking a radioactive plume. 
Gone are the days of a controller telling field team members 
what they are reading during a drill. Field teams work in a 
virtual radiological emergency environment with no coaching, 
verbal or written prompts.  
Scenarios that used to take days to create, analyze and edit 
can be made ready to evaluate or run in a matter of hours. 
Field teams benefit from the ability to function in a real 
world environment that mimics an actual emergency.

• Develop virtual radioactive plume release scenarios
• Implement scenarios in field team vehicles  
• Display field team exposure rates on Teletrix Simulators
• Integrate field team DOSE on Teletrix Simulated Dosimeters

  

• Efficient creation of plume release scenarios
• Presenting real-life situational EP drills to field teams
• Adding the realism of working meters to the field team operations
• Removing controller interaction with the field team
• Mimimizing drill errors thru the reduction of controller operations

Virtual Plumes and Teletrix Simulators  
are perfect for: 

Virtual Plumes & Teletrix Radiation  
Training Simulators

SAFE IMPACTFUL ESSENTIAL REALISTIC


